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Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) are a ubiquitous component of the nuclei

of galaxies. It is normally assumed that, following the merger of two massive

galaxies, a SMBH binary will form, shrink due to stellar or gas dynamical
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processes and ultimately coalesce by emitting a burst of gravitational waves.

However, so far it has not been possible to show how two SMBHs bind during a

galaxy merger with gas due to the difficulty of modeling a wide range of spatial

scales. Here we report hydrodynamical simulations that track the formation

of a SMBH binary down to scales of a few light years following the collision

between two spiral galaxies. A massive, turbulent nuclear gaseous disk arises

as a result of the galaxy merger. The black holes form an eccentric binary in

the disk in less than a million years as a result of the gravitational drag from

the gas rather than from the stars.

Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) weighting up to a billion solar masses are thought to

reside at the center of all massive galaxies(1-3). According to the standard paradigm of struc-

ture formation in the Universe, galaxies merge frequently as their dark matter halos assemble

in a hierarchical fashion(4,5). As SMBHs become incorporated into progressively larger halos,

they sink to the center of the more massive progenitor owing to dynamical friction and even-

tually form a binary(5-8). In a purely stellar background, as the binary separation decays, the

effectiveness of dynamical friction slowly declines, and the pair then becomes tightly bound via

three-body interactions, namely by capturing stars that pass close to the holes and ejecting them

at much higher velocities(5-7). If the hardening continues sufficiently far, the loss of orbital

energy due to gravitational wave emission finally takes over, and the two SMBHs coalesce in

less than a Hubble time. But the binary may stop sinking before gravitational radiation becomes

important since there is a finite supply of stars on intersecting orbits(5,9).

During the assembly of galaxies, however, their SMBHs likely evolve within gas-rich sys-

tems. Merging systems like the Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies (ULIRGs) NGC6240 and

Arp220 harbor large concentrations of gas, in excess of109 M⊙, at their center, in the form of

either a turbulent irregular structure or of a kinematically coherent, rotating disk(10-12). Mas-
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sive rotating nuclear disks of molecular gas are also ubiquitous in galaxies that appear to have

just undergone a major merger, such as Markarian 231(13).

Gas dynamics may profoundly affect the pairing of SMBHs both during and after their

host galaxies merge(14-18). Recent simulations of the orbital evolution of SMBHs within an

equilibrium, rotationally-supported, gaseous disk have shown that friction against the gaseous

background leads to the formation of a tightly bound SMBH binary with final separation< 1

pc in about107 yr (16,17). Yet such simulations begin with ad hoc initial conditions, with the

black holes already forming a loosely bound pair, while in reality the orbital configuration of the

black holes and the structure and thermodynamics of the nuclear region, which can affect the

drag(17-18), will be the end result of the complex gravitational and hydrodynamical processes

involved in the merger. How a pair of SMBHs binds in a dissipational galaxy merger is thus

still unclear.

Here we report on high resolution N-body + smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) sim-

ulations of mergers between galaxies with SMBHs having enough dynamic range to follow the

holes from a hundred kiloparsecs down to parsec scales, bridging about ten orders of magnitude

in density. We start with two equal-mass galaxies similar to the Milky Way, comprising a disk of

stars and gas with a surface density distribution that follows an exponential law, a stellar bulge,

and a massive and extended spherical dark matter halo whose mass, radius, density profile and

angular momentum is consistent with current structure formation models(19). Their initial or-

bit is parabolic and their distance of closest approach is 50 kpc, consistent with typical values

found in cosmological simulations of structure formation(20). A particle of mass2.6× 106M⊙

is placed at the center of each bulge to represent a SMBH. The simulations include radiative

cooling and star formation(14) and have a spatial resolution of100 pc (19). The computational

volume is refined during the late stage of the merger with the technique of particle splitting(19),

achieving a spatial resolution of2 pc with as many as2 × 106 gas particles within the nuclear
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region.

Initially the separation of the two black holes evolves as that of the two gaseous cores in

which they are embedded. The galaxies approach each other several times as they sink into one

another via dynamical friction. After about 5 Gyr the dark matter halos have nearly merged and

the two baryonic cores, separated by about 6 kpc, continue to spiral down (Figure 1). As much

as 60% of the gas originally present in the galaxies has been funneled to the inner few hundred

parsecs of each core by tidal torques and shocks occurring in the repeated fly-bys between the

two galaxies(14, 21,22) (Figure 1). Each of the two SMBHs is embedded in a rotating gaseous

disk of mass∼ 4× 108 M⊙ and size of a few hundred parsecs, produced by such gas inflow. At

this stage we stop the simulation and we restart it with increased resolution(19).

The radiation physics in the refined simulation is modeled via an effective equation of state

that accounts for the net balance of radiative heating and cooling. In a previously performed

non-refined simulation a starburst with a peak star formation rate of∼ 30 M⊙/yr takes place

when the cores finally merge(14). We do not account for any conversion of gas into stars in the

refined simulation to limit the computational burden: this will not affect our conclusions since

we explore a phase lasting< 107 yr after the merger, namely much shorter than the duration

of the starburst in the non-refined simulation, which is close to108 yr (19). Calculations that

include radiative transfer show that the thermodynamic state of a solar metallicity gas heated

by a starburst can be well approximated by an ideal gas with adiabatic indexγ = 1.3 − 7/5

over a wide range of densities(23,24). We assumeγ = 7/5 and include the irreversible heating

generated by shocks via an artificial viscosity term in the internal energy equation(19).

The gaseous cores finally merge att ∼ 5.12 Gyr, forming a single nuclear disk with a mass

of 3 × 109M⊙ and a size of∼ 75 pc. The two SMBHs are now embedded in such nuclear

disk. The disk is more massive than the sum of the two progenitor nuclear disks formed earlier

because further gas inflow occurs in the last stage of the galaxy collision. It is surrounded by
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Figure 1: The different stages of the merger between two identical disk galaxies. The color coded
density maps of the gas component are shown using a logarithmic scale, with brighter colors for higher
densities. The four panels to the left show the large-scale evolution at different times. The boxes are 120
kpc on a side (top) and 60 kpc on a side (bottom) and the density ranges between10

−2 atoms cm−3 and
10

2 atoms cm−3. During the interaction tidal forces tear the galactic disks apart, generating spectacular
tidal tails and plumes. The panels to the right show a zoom in of the very last stage of the merger, about
100 million years before the two cores have fully coalesced (upper panel), and 2 million years after the
merger (middle panel), when a massive, rotating nuclear gaseous disk embedded in a series of large-scale
ring-like structures has formed. The boxes are now 8 kpc on a side and the density ranges between10

−2

atoms cm−3 and10
5 atoms cm−3. The two bottom panels, with a grey color scale, show the detail of the

inner 160 parsecs of the middle panel; the nuclear disk is shown edge-on (left) and face-on (right), and
the two black holes are also shown in the face-on image. An equation of state withγ = 7/5 was used in
the refined part of the simulation.
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several rings and by a more diffuse, rotationally-supportedenvelope extending out to more than

a kiloparsec from the center (Figure 1). A background of dark matter and stars distributed in

a spheroid is also present but the gas component is dominant in mass within a few hundred pc

from the center. From now on the orbital decay of the holes is dominated by dynamical friction

against the gaseous disk. The black holes are on eccentric orbits (the eccentricity ise ∼ 0.5

wheree = (rapo − rperi)/(rapo + rperi), rapo andrperi being, respectively, the apocenter and

pericenter of the orbit) near the plane of the disk(19), and move at a speedvBH ∼ 200 − 300

km s−1 relative to the disk’s center of mass. The typical ambient sound speed isvs ∼ 45 km

s−1, a legacy of the strong shock heating occurring as the galaxy cores merge. The disk is

rotationally supported,vrot ∼ 300 km s−1, but is also highly turbulent, having a typical velocity

dispersionvturb ∼ 100 km s−1(19). Its scale height,∼ 20 pc, and typical density,103
− 104

atoms cm−3, are comparable to those of observed nuclear disks(11).

The two SMBHs sink down from about 40 pc to a few parsecs, our resolution limit, in

less than a million years (Figure 2). At this point the two holes are gravitationally bound to

each other, as the mass of the gas enclosed within their separation is less than the mass of

the binary. The gas controls the orbital decay, not the stars. Dynamical friction against the

stellar background would bring the two black holes this close only on a much longer timescale,

∼ 5 × 107 yr (19). A short sinking timescale due to the gas is expected because of the high gas

densities and since the decay occurs in the supersonic regime(19), beingvBH > vturb > vs.

The subsequent hardening of the binary will depend on the details of gasdynamics and other

processes at scales below our resolution(16-19).

If radiative cooling is completely suppressed during the merger, for example as a result of

radiative heating following gas accretion onto the SMBHs, the gas would evolve adiabatically

(γ = 5/3). In this case the hardening process is significantly slowed down, and gas and stars

contribute similarly to the drag(19). However, if the SMBHs become active only after the
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Figure 2: Orbital separation of the two black holes as a function of time during the last stage of the
galaxy merger shown in Figure 1. The orbit of the pair is eccentric until the end of the simulation. The
two peaks at scales of tens of parsecs at aroundt = 5.1213 Gyr mark the end of the phase during which
the two holes are still embedded in two distinct gaseous cores. Until this point the orbit is the result
of the relative motion of the cores combined with the relative motion of each black hole relative to the
surrounding core, explaining the presence of more than one orbital frequency. The inset shows the details
of the last part of the orbital evolution, which takes place in the nuclear disk arising from the merger of
the two cores. The binary stops shrinking when the separation approaches the softening length (2 pc).
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nuclear disk arises and keep accreting the surrounding gas atthe Eddington limit until the binary

forms, their radiative heating should not be enough to alter significantly the energy balance

implicitly assumed in theγ = 7/5 simulation(19 ).

Here we have considered a merger between galaxies in which the gas accounts for only10%

of the disk mass, a typical gas fraction in present-day spirals. Much larger gas fractions should

be common at high redshift, when most of the merger activity takes place and massive galaxies

have just begun to assemble their stellar component(25). Even more massive and denser nu-

clear disks should form then and, since dynamical friction is proportional to the density of the

background(16,19), a pair of SMBHs will bind even faster than in our calculations. Coalesc-

ing SMBH binaries will thus be common at high redshift and are among the primary candidate

sources of gravitational waves at mHz frequencies, the range probed by the space-based Laser

Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)(7,26). Moreover, even at the present epoch a typical

bright galaxy has a more massive stellar bulge relative to our models, and hence harbors more

massive SMBHs(1-3) that will decay faster because dynamical friction is stronger for larger

bodies.

Three-body encounters between ambient stars and a SMBH binary may deplete the nuclear

region and turn a stellar cusp into a low-density core at scales of tens of parsecs(27). This

would explain why the brightest ellipticals, very likely the end result of several mergers, have

shallow stellar cores(28, 29). In our scenario the orbital decay is driven by the gas rather than

by the stellar background and occurs on such a short timescale that the interaction between

the binary and the stellar spheroid would be negligible and should hardly affect the stellar

density profile. Gas-rich mergers yield steep stellar profiles owing to the dramatic gas inflow

and subsequent star formation(21). We expect that such cuspy profiles will be preserved in the

remnant because of the negligible interaction between the binary SMBHs and the stars implied

by our calculations. Remnants of dissipational mergers such as Markarian 231(13) do indeed
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exhibit a steep stellar profile at least down to a hundred parsecs, and a small effective radius

reminiscent of that of low-luminosity ellipticals galaxies that have cuspy profiles down to a few

parsecs(28). Our prediction can be thoroughly tested with current and future high resolution

multi-wavelength observations capable of probing the inner few parsecs of the remnants of

dissipational mergers.
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SUPPORTING ONLINE MATERIAL

Here we briefly describe the setup of the initial conditions and the numerical methods used to

perform the simulations presented in the Letter along with resolution tests. This is followed by

a critical discussion of the assumptions behind the modeling of thermodynamics in the simu-

lations. With the aid of additional numerical experiments we also explore how the structure of

the nuclear region and the sinking time of the black holes depend on thermodynamics.

1 Numerical Methods

1.1 The N-Body+SPH code:GASOLINE

We have used the fully parallel, N-Body+smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) code GASO-

LINE to compute the evolution of both the collisionless and dissipative component in the sim-

ulations. A detailed description of the code is available in the literature(S1 ). Here we recall

its essential features. GASOLINE computes gravitational forces using a tree–code(S2 ) that

employs multipole expansions to approximate the gravitational acceleration on each particle.

A tree is built with each node storing its multipole moments. Each node is recursively divided

into smaller subvolumes until the final leaf nodes are reached. Starting from the root node and

moving level by level toward the leaves of the tree, we obtain a progressively more detailed

representation of the underlying mass distribution. In calculating the force on a particle, we can

tolerate a cruder representation of the more distant particles leading to anO(N log N) method.

Since we only need a crude representation for distant mass, the concept of “computational lo-

cality” translates directly to spatial locality and leads to a natural domain decomposition. Time

integration is carried out using the leapfrog method, which is a second-order symplectic inte-

grator requiring only one costly force evaluation per timestep and only one copy of the physical

state of the system.
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Figure S1. Rotation curve of the multi-component galaxy model used in the merger simulation. The
different lines represent the contribution of the different component of the galaxy to the total rotation
curve (blue line) as indicated in the Figure.

SPH is a technique of using particles to integrate fluid elements representing gas(S3 , S4 )

GASOLINE is fully Lagrangian, spatially and temporally adaptive and efficient for largeN .

It employs radiative cooling in the galaxy merger simulation used as a starting point for the

refined simulations presented in this Report. We use a standard cooling function for a primordial

mixture of atomic hydrogen and helium. We shut off radiative cooling at temperatures below

2 × 104 K that is about a factor of2 higher than the temperature at which atomic radiative

cooling would drop sharply due to the adopted cooling function. With this choice we take into

account non-thermal, turbulent pressure to model the warm ISM of a real galaxy(S5 ). Unless

strong shocks occur (this will be the case during the final stage of the merger) the gaseous disk

evolves nearly isothermally since radiative cooling is very efficient at these densities (< 100

atoms/cm3) and temperatures (104 K), and thus dissipates rapidly the compressional heating

resulting from the non-axisymmetric structures (spiral arms, bars) that soon develop in each
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galaxy as a result of self-gravity and the tidal disturbance of the companion. The cooling rate

would increase with the inclusion of metal lines, but(S31 ) have shown that the equation of state

of gas at these densities is still nearly isothermal (γ ∼ 0.9 − 1.1) for a range of metallicities

(with γ being lower for higher metallicity), supporting the validity of simple choice for the

cooling function. Cooling by metals will surely be important below104 K, but this would be

irrelevant in our scheme since we have imposed a temperature floor of2 × 104 K to account

for non-thermal pressure (see above). The specific internal energy of the gas is integrated using

the asymmetric formulation. With this formulation the total energy is conserved exactly (unless

physical dissipation due to cooling processes is included) and entropy is closely conserved

away from shocks, which makes it similar to alternative entropy integration approaches(S6 ).

Dissipation in shocks is modeled using the quadratic term of the standard Monaghan artificial

viscosity(S4 ). The Balsara correction term is used to reduce unwanted shear viscosity(S7 ). The

galaxy merger simulation(S8 ) includes star formation as well. The star formation algorithm is

such that gas particles in dense, cold Jeans unstable regions and in convergent flows spawn

star particles at a rate proportional to the local dynamical time(S9 , S10 ). The star formation

efficiency was set to0.1, which yields a star formation rate of1−2M⊙/yr for models in isolation

that have a disk gas mass and surface density comparable to those of the Milky Way.

1.2 The simulations of galaxy mergers

For the Report we performed a refined calculation of a galaxy merger simulation between two

identical galaxies. The initial conditions of this and other similar merger simulations are de-

scribed in a previous paper(S8 ). We employed a multicomponent galaxy model constructed

using the technique originally developed in(S11 , S12 ), its structural parameters being consis-

tent with theΛCDM paradigm for structure formation(S13 ). The model comprises a spherical

and isotropic Navarro-Frenk-and-White (NFW) dark matter (DM) halo(S14 , S15 ), an expo-
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Figure S2. Cumulative gas mass profile (normalized to the total gas mass) within the inner100 pc. Three
simulations withγ = 7/5 for three different values of the gravitational softening are shown,40 pc (black
solid line),10 pc (red dot-dashed line) and2 pc (green dashed line).

nential disk, and a spherical, non-rotating bulge. We adopted parameters from the Milky Way

model A1 of(S16 ). Specifically, the DM halo has a virial mass ofMvir = 1012M⊙, a con-

centration parameter ofc = 12, and a dimensionless spin parameter ofλ = 0.031. The mass,

thickness and resulting scale length of the disk areMd = 0.04Mvir, z0 = 0.1Rd, andRd = 3.5

kpc, respectively. The bulge mass and scale radius areMb = 0.008Mvir anda = 0.2Rd, re-

spectively. The DM halo was adiabatically contracted to respond to the growth of the disk and

bulge(S17 ) resulting in a model with a central total density slope close to isothermal. The

galaxies are consistent with the stellar mass Tully-Fisher and size-mass relations. To each of

them we add a (softened) particle initially at rest at the center of the bulge to represent a super-

massive black hole (SMBH). We used a SMBH mass equal toMBH = 2.6× 106M⊙, consistent

with theMBH − σ relation(S8 ).

The gas fraction,fg, is 10% of the total disk mass. The rotation curve of the model is shown
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in Figure S1. Different encounter geometries were explored in the large suite of merger simu-

lations previously performed and published(S15 ): prograde or retrograde coplanar mergers as

well as mergers in which one of the disks was inclined with respect to the orbital plane. The

simulation presented in this Report is the refined version of a coplanar prograde encounter. This

particular choice is by no means special for our purpose, except that the galaxies merge slightly

faster than in the other cases, thus minimizing the computational time invested in the expensive

refined simulation. We note that the existence of a coherent nuclear disk after the merger is a

general result that does not depend on the details of the initial orbital configuration, including

the initial relative inclination of the two galaxies(S15 ). Similarly, gas masses and densities in

the nuclear region differ by less than a factor of 2 for runs having the same initial gas mass

fraction in the galaxy disks but different initial orbits.

The galaxies approach each other on parabolic orbits with pericentric distances that were

20% of the galaxy’s virial radius, typical of cosmological mergers(S18 ) . The initial separation

of the halo centers was twice their virial radii and their initial relative velocity was determined

from the corresponding Keplerian orbit of two point masses. Each galaxy consists of105 stellar

disk particles,105 bulge particles, and106 DM particles. The gas component was represented

by 105 particles. We adopted a gravitational softening ofǫ = 0.1 kpc for both the DM and

baryonic particles of the galaxy, and for its SMBHǫ = 0.03 kpc.

1.3 The refined simulations of the nuclear region

1.3.1 Particle splitting

In this Report we use the same technique of particle splitting that we have used before to study

the formation of a disk galaxy(S19 ). Splitting has been already used to follow supermassive

black holes evolving in spherical gaseous backgrounds(S20 ) and to model the formation of pri-

mordial stars and black holes at high redshift(S21 ).Several schemes for particle splitting have
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been proposed , both static and dynamic, and it has been shown that splitting gives robust results

even when simulating highly dynamical systems such as collapsing clouds(S22 ). In dynamic

splitting the mass resolution is increased during the simulation based on some criterion, such as

the local Jeans length of the system. This requires extreme care when calculating SPH density

or pressure at the boundary between the fine grained and the coarse grained volumes. In static

splitting the approach is much more conservative and one simply selects a subvolume to refine.

The simulation is then restarted with increased mass resolution just in the region of interest. We

adopted the latter technique. By selecting a large enough volume for the fine grained region

one can avoid dealing with spurious effects at the coarse/fine boundary. We select the volume

of the fine-grained region large enough to guarantee that the dynamical timescale of the entire

coarse-grained region is much longer than the dynamical timescale of the refined region. In

other words, we make sure that gas particles from the coarse region will reach the fine region

on a timescale longer than the actual time span probed in this work. This is important because

the more massive gas particles from the coarse region can exchange energy with the lower mass

particles of the refined region via two-body encounters, artificially affecting their dynamics and

thermodynamics(S20 , S23 ). Hence our choice to split in a volume of 30 kpc in radius, while

the two galaxy cores are separated by only6 kpc. The new particles are randomly distributed

according to the SPH smoothing kernel within a volume of size∼ h3
p, wherehp is the smooth-

ing length of the parent particle. The velocities of the child particles are equal to those of their

parent particle (ensuring momentum conservation) and so is their temperature, while each child

particle is assigned a mass equal to1/Nsplit the mass of the parent particle, whereNsplit is the

number of child particles per parent particle. The mass resolution in the gas component was

originally 2 × 104M⊙ and becomes∼ 3000M⊙ after splitting, for a total of 1.5 million SPH

particles.. The star and dark matter particles are not splitted to limit the computational burden.

The softening of the gas particles is reduced to2 pc (it was100 pc in the low resolution simu-
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lations). For the new mass resolution, the local Jeans lengthis always resolved by 10 or more

SPH smoothing kernels(S24 , S25 ) in the highest density regions occurring in the simulations.

The softening of the black holes is also reduced from30 pc to 2 pc. The softening of dark

matter and star particles remains100 pc because they are not splitted. Therefore in the refined

simulations stars and dark matter particles essentially provide a smooth background potential

to avoid spurious two-body heating against the much lighter gas particles, while the computa-

tion focuses on the gas component which dominates by mass in the nuclear region (see sections

2.1-2.3). We have verified that, thanks to the fact that gas dominates the mass and dynamics

of the nuclear region, the large softening adopted for the dark matter particles does not affect

significantly the density profile of the inner dark halo that surrounds the nuclear disk. We con-

structed an equilibrium gaseous disk embedded in a dark halo choosing parameters as close as

possible to the nuclear disk of the merger remnant in our simulation. The mass ratio between

the equilibrium disk and the dark halo is a factor of 2 lower than that in our simulation in order

to facilitate the stability of the disk against fragmentation in absence of turbulence (turbulence

is a significant stabilizing factor in the merger remnant of our standard simulation). We evolve

the system with different particle numbers and choosing a softening of the dark matter particles

as large as the disk radius, as in the refined simulations, or 30 times smaller, i.e. equal to that

of the gas particles. We compare the different runs after evolving the gaseous disk for a few

orbital times and we find that spurious effects are seen in the profiles of the large dark matter

softening simulation only at scales as small as 3-4 times the softening of the gas particles (Fig-

ure S3). At such distance from the center the density profile flattens out and is about a factor

of 3 lower than in the simulation with small dark matter softening. The reason why a flattening

of the density profile does not occur at a much larger scale of order the dark matter softening is

because gas dominates the inner mass distribution, causing a contraction of the halo that over-

whelms the tendency to form a constant density core owing to the large softening (the effect of
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halo contraction on the slope of density profiles is recognized to be important in general and

has been widely studied and demonstrated, even in the context of mergers(S8 )). Moreover,

the total density profile, including the gas component, is even less affected (Figure S3). The

total density profile is actually most relevant for the overall strength of dynamical friction. In

summary, the effect of the large dark matter softening is only manifest at scales that approach

the nominal resolution of the simulation set by the gas softening and therefore it hardly affects

the sinking of the black hole pair.

1.3.2 Resolution tests

In fluid systems for which gravity plays a major role, as it is the case here, the effective spa-

tial resolution is set by the largest between the gravitational softening and the SPH smoothing

length. These can be forced to be always equal, such as in experiments of molecular cloud

collapse(S26 ), but this requires introducing adaptive gravitational softening, which can cause

spurious fluctuations in the potential energy of the particles. Here we opt for a fixed gravita-

tional softening(S8 ) and we set it in such a way as to have a high force resolution while being

comparable or somewhat larger than the SPH smoothing length (or, more precisely, a spherical

volume of radius equal to the softening always contains of order2 ∗ Nsph or more, whereNsph

is the number of neighboring particles used in the SPH calculation (=32 in GASOLINE).

The latter choice avoids spurious fragmentation(S24 , S25 ). During the late stage of the

merger densities grow considerably, and locally the SPH smoothing lengths can be appreciably

smaller than the softening, with the result that the radial inflow of gas might be suppressed, as

in the analogous case of star forming clouds(S24 ). We tested how the results depend on the

choice of the gravitational softening of the gas by running the refined part of the calculation

with a softening of40 pc,10 pc, or2 pc (the latter is our choice in the reference simulation used

in the Report). We adopt an adiabatic equation of state withγ = 7/5 (see next section). We
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Figure S3. Density profiles of the dark matter (top) and of the sum of the dark matter and gaseous
component (bottom) of an equilibrium nuclear gaseous disk embedded in a dark matter halo (Rdisk is the
radius of the nuclear disk and the density is measured in simulation units). The tests were run to study
the dependence of the profiles on the softening of the dark matter component (see 1.3.1 for a description
of the test). Different curves correspond to different simulations. The solid line is used for a simulation
with a dark matter softening= 0.033Rdisk and50000 particles in the halo, the dashed line refers to
a simulation with a dark matter softening equal toRdisk and50000 halo particles, and the dot-dashed
line is used for a simulation with a dark matter softening equal toRdisk and5000 halo particles. In all
simulations the softening of the gas is= 0.033Rdisk. The curves are shown from two gas softening
lengths outwards..
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find that the gas mass profile at scales smaller than 100 pc, namely in the region of the nuclear

disk, approaches convergence at a softening of about10 pc (see Figure S2). This means that

the amount of gas that ends up in the nuclear disk, which ultimately determines the strength

of the drag, is a robust result (see also 2.2). Likewise, the scale height and global structural

properties of the nuclear disk, such as average density, size, sound speed, velocity dispersion

and rotational velocity are nearly equal when comparing the10 pc and the2 pc runs. This

explains why the orbital decay rate is nearly identical until the two SMBHs are separated by

a distance resolved with both the10 pc an the2 pc simulation(S27 ). On the other end, the

non-axisymmetric features in the disk and the gas inflow at the smallest scales become increas-

ingly better resolved as the gravitational softening is decreased, implying that an even higher

resolution will be necessary to study the fueling of the black holes in a robust way.

1.4 Thermodynamics of the nuclear region: the model

In the refined simulations the gas is ideal and each gas particle obeysP = (γ − 1)ρu. The

specific internal energyu evolves with time as a result ofPdV work and shock heating mod-

eled via the standard Monaghan artificial viscosity term (no explicit radiative cooling term is

included). We refer to section 1.1 for a description of the implementation.

The entropy of the system increases as a result of shocks. Including irreversible heating

from shocks is important in these simulations since the two galaxy cores undergo a violent

collision. Shocks are generated even later as the nuclear, self-gravitating disk becomes non-

axisymmetric, developing strong spiral arms. Therefore the highly dynamical regime modeled

here is much different from that considered by previous works starting from an equilibrium

disk model, which could be evolved using a polytropic equation of state and neglecting shock

heating(S28 − S30 ). Radiative cooling is not directly included in the refined simulations. In-

stead, the magnitude of the adiabatic index, namely the ratio between specific heats, is changed
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in order to mimic different degrees of dissipation in the gas component, thereby turning the

equation of state of the gas into an “effective” equation of state(S26 , S31 , S32 ).

Previous works(S31 ) have used a two-dimensional radiative transfer code to study the ef-

fective equation of state of interstellar clouds exposed to the intense UV radiation field expected

in a starburst finding that the gas has an adiabatic indexγ in the range1.3 − 1.4(= 7/5) for

densities in the range5 × 103
− 5 × 104 atoms/cm3. The latter density is comparable to the

volume-weighted mean density in our simulated nuclear disks. Such values of the adiabatic

index are expected for quite a range of starburst intensities, from10 M⊙/yr to more than100

M⊙/yr(S32 ), hence encompassing the peak star formation rate of∼ 40M⊙/yr measured in the

original galaxy merger simulations(8 ). Hence under these conditions the nuclear gas is far from

isothermal (γ = 1), which would correspond to radiative cooling being so efficient to balance

heating coming from compression and/or radiative processes, as it happens in the first stage

of the simulation. The inefficient cooling is mostly due to a high optical depth which causes

trapping of H2O lines. In addition the warm dust heated by the starburst continuously heats

the gas via dust-gas collisions, and the cosmic-rays also heat the gas substantially. We adopt

γ = 7/5 in the simulation described in the Report (we have also run a case forγ = 1.3 and

found that the structure of the nuclear disk is substantially unchanged). In essence, we treat the

gas as a one-phase medium whose mean density and internal energy (the sum of thermal and

turbulent energy) will correspond to the mean density and line width seen in observed nuclear

disks(S33 ).

In section 2.2 we provide more details on the structure of the nuclear disk. For densities

above105 atoms/cm3 or below103 atoms/cm3 cooling is more efficient andγ should drop even

below 1(S31 ) Therefore, in reality the nuclear disks will have a complex multi-phase structure

with temperatures and densities spanning orders of magnitude, as shown by detailed numerical

calculations(S34 , S35 ). In particular, the lowest density and highest density gas present in the
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refined simulation would be characterized by have an effective sound speed,vs =
√

γkBT/µ,

lower than that in the simulation. A lower gas sound speed will yield a faster decay of the black

hole binary(S28 ). This is because the drag is more efficient in a supersonic rather than in a

subsonic regime(S36 ). Since the gas in the simulation is already transonic the sound speed

need not be much lower for the gas to become supersonic. A colder gas will also becomes

denser, which again goes in the direction of increasing the sinking rate of the black holes.

Hence, if anything we err on the side of underestimating the drag by using a constant, highγ

everywhere. A faster decay will only strengthen our scenario.

We tested that the transition between the thermodynamical scheme used in the low-res part

of the simulation, which adopts the cooling function described in section 1.1, and the second

thermodynamical scheme with the effective equation of state does not introduce large fluctu-

ations in the hydrodynamical variables. This was done by rerunning the refined stage of the

simulation with the same cooling function adopted in the low resolution part of the simulation.

This new refined simulation was then compared with the standardγ = 7/5 refined simulation

before the merger, just one crossing time of the inner region (calculated within a volume of

200 pc around one of the cores) after refinement. We recall that in the standard simulations we

introduce the effective equation of state exactly when we apply the refinement. The chosen time

is shorter than the merging time of the two cores but long enough to show eventual fluctuations

resulting from switching to the effective equation of state in our standard refined simulation.

We find that the density distributions are nearly identical in the cores, while they are slightly

different in the region of high compression between the two cores. Such differences are of the

expected sign, namely that a larger pressure gradient develops with the effective equation of

state compared to the cooling simulation as the two disks approach each other (indeed the re-

fined simulation with cooling behaves almost as an isothermal run, i.e. corresponds to a softer

equation of state relative to theγ = 7/5 run).
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Figure S4. Top: Orbital evolution of the binary supermassiveblack holes. The blue line shows the
relative distance as a function of time for the pair in theγ = 7/5 simulations, as in Figure 2 of the
Report, while the red line shows it for theγ = 5/3 simulation (see section 2.1). Bottom: Evolution of
the eccentricity of the pair of SMBHs as a function of the number of orbits performed in the nuclear disk
in the γ = 7/5 simulation. The binary forms after about eight orbits. The time spanned by the orbits
corresponds to that in the inset of Figure 2 of the Report.
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2 Supporting Online Text

2.1 Effects of thermodynamics on the sinking of the SMBHs

We tested how a smaller degree of dissipation affects the structure and dynamics of the nuclear

region by increasingγ to 5/3. This would correspond to a purely adiabatic gas, or equivalently

it corresponds to the assumption that radiative cooling is completely negligible. The radiative

feedback from an active galactic nucleus (AGN) is a good candidate for a strong heating source

that the models on which we based our prescription for thermodynamics described in the pre-

vious section do not take into account(S31 , S32 ). An AGN would not only act as an additional

source of radiative heating but would also increase the turbulence in the gas by injecting kinetic

energy in the surrounding medium, possibly suppressing gas cooling(S37 , S38 ). Even before

the two galaxy cores merge, when they are still a few kpc away, a mild gas inflow collects more

than108M⊙ within a few hundred parsecs from the black holes. The gas is already arranged

in a disk-like structure, which is highly tidally distorted and presents inward radial motions.

Therefore, there is room to imagine that significant gas accretion might take place before the

merger is completed, turning one or both the two black holes into an AGN.

We have run another refined simulation withγ = 5/3 to explore this extreme situation. In

this case we find that a turbulent, pressure supported cloud of a few hundred parsecs arises from

the merger rather than a disk. The mass of gas is lower within 100 pc relative to theγ = 7/5

case because of the adiabatic expansion following the final shock at the merging of the cores.

The nuclear region is still gas dominated, but the stars/gas ratio is> 0.5 in the inner100 pc.

The black hole pair does not form a binary due to inefficient orbital decay, and maintains a

separation of∼ 100 − 150 pc (Figure S4) well after they have formed a binary in theγ = 7/5

case. The gas is hotter and more turbulent; the sound speedvs ∼ 100 km/s and the turbulent

velocity vturb ∼ 300 km/s become of the same order ofvbh, the velocity of the black holes,
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Figure S5. Radial velocities within the nuclear disk (γ = 7/5) starting att = 5.1218 Gyr (blue line), and
then after another105 years (red line) and2 × 10

5 years (green line). Remarkable inflow and outflow
regions are the result of streaming motions within the bar and spiral arms arising in the disk during the
phase of non-axisymmetric instability sustained by its self-gravity At later times the instability saturates
due to self-regulation and the radial motions also level down (green line).

and the density around the black holes is∼ 5 times lower than in theγ = 7/5 case. The

lower density, and to a minor extent the fact that the motion of the two black holes occurs in a

transonic rather than in a supersonic regime greatly reduce the drag due to the gas (see below).

A strong form of AGN feedback which can shut off cooling at galactic as well as at cluster

scales has been sometimes advocated to stop the cooling flow in clusters, create entropy cores

and, in general, reduce the overcooling problem at large scales(S39 , S40 ). Given the discov-

ered sensitivity to the value ofγ, it would appear that a scenario in which black holes rapidly

form a binary and eventually later coalesce owing to the drag provided by the gas requires that

models for AGN feedback be effective on the large scale and simultaneously have negligible

thermodynamical effects at small scales. This might indeed be a more general requirement if

one has to preserve the ubiquitous nuclear disk-like structures seen in many merger remnants

(see below section 2.2). Indeed, previous works that included a prescription for AGN feedback

in galaxy merger simulations similar to ours(S37 , 38 ) find that feedback affects strongly the
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thermodynamics of the gas in the nuclear region only> 108 years after the merger is com-

pleted.

As briefly mentioned in the Report, we have attempted a simple calculation of the accretion

rate of the black holes and of their released energy output assuming Bondi-Hoyle spherical

accretion of the gas within twice the softening of the black holes, following the scheme adopted

in (S37 , S38 ). We have neglected the motion of the black holes relative to the surrounding gas

since these move on orbits corotating with the disk (hence there is nearly no net relative motion

between the gas and the holes). In addition, we have assumed that the radiative emission is

Eddington limited and occurs with an efficiency of10% (indeed we find that they can sustain

a mean accretion rate of0.05M⊙/yr, slightly below Eddington) and would radiate an amount

of energy nearly comparable to the internal energy of the gas (the sum of turbulent, rotational

and thermal energy) over the time comprised between the formation of the nuclear disk and the

formation of the binary. The latter result is obtained if all the radiated energy goes into heating

the surrounding gas isotropically, neglecting radiative losses or hydrodynamical instabilities at

the interface between different phases, such as Kelvin-Helmoltz or Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities,

that can convert thermal energy into turbulent energy. Isotropic heating was also assumed in

(S37 , S38 ), who indeed matched theM − σ relation by depositing only5% of the emitted

energy into heating of the gas. If we make the same assumption here then the total radiated

energy over the same timescale is smaller than the internal energy of the gas by more than a

factor of 50. This leads us to conclude that the radiative heating from the SMBHs should not

affect significantly the thermodynamics of the gas and thus its equation of state. However, if

the black holes begin accreting earlier on, when the two galaxy cores have not merged yet,

the integrated energy output until the binary forms can be much larger and could affect the

thermodynamics of the newly formed nuclear disk. Indeed once the black holes become active

they would be able to accrete and emit at the Eddington limit for at least a Salpeter time, which
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is 4 × 107 yr, a timescale almost 100 times longer than the binary formation timescale (there

is indeed enough gas in the nuclear region to sustain an even more prolonged accretion, albeit

below Eddington). While gas accretion should be more effective, and thus the assumption that

emission occurs at the Eddington limit more sensible, when the nuclear disk has already formed

simply because the gas has larger inward radial motions and thus should feed the black holes

more efficiently (see also section 2.2) only higher resolution calculations capable of studying in

detail the dynamics of the gas near the holes will be able to address the issue of when accretion

becomes significant, and if and when it can produce a significant energetic feedback on the

nuclear disk. Furthermore, additional test runs that we have performed (without black holes)

show that if the equation of state becomes stiffer (γ = 5/3 instead ofγ = 7/5) only after the

merger is completed, the nuclear disk structure is barely affected (this would correspond to the

case in which the SMBHs become active only after the formation of the nuclear disk). Therefore

the timing of accretion during the merger is a crucial aspect that will have to be explored by

future work. Section 2.2 will briefly discuss how the structure of the inner gaseous distribution

in runs with different values ofγ compares with the observations of the nuclear regions of

merger remnants.

In theγ = 5/3 case the black holes could still decay and form a binary as a result of the

interaction with the stellar background. Since the resolution of the stellar background in the

simulations is likely inadequate to assess directly the effect of dynamical friction, we calculated

the dynamical friction timescale in a collisionless background analytically(S41 ) using

τDF = 1.2
Vcirr

2
cir

[GMbh/e] ln(Msd/Mbh)
ε0.4 (1)

whereVcir andrcir are, respectively, the initial orbital velocity and the radius of the circular

orbit with the same energy of the orbit of the black holes in the simulation, andε is the circularity
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of the orbit (ε = J(E)/Jcir(E), whereJ(E) is the angular momentum of the orbit as a function

of its orbital energyE andJcirc(E) is the angular momentum of a circular orbit having the

same orbital energyE, so thatε = 0 corresponds to a radial orbit andε = 1 corresponds to a

circular orbit),Msd is the sum of the dark matter and stellar mass withinrcir. We calculate the

decay time starting from when the two black holes are100 pc apart, namely at the periphery

of the nuclear disk, just after the merger. Drawing the numbers from the simulation we set

rcir = 100 pc,Vcirc= 200 km/s,ε = 0.5, Mbh = 2.4 × 106M⊙ andMsd = 5 × 108M⊙. We find

that timescales for dynamical friction timescale in a collisionless background are5×107 yr and

3×107 in theγ = 5/3 andγ = 7/5 case, respectively (the shorter timescale in theγ = 7/5 case

is due to the fact that the stars and halo adiabatically contract more in response to the higher gas

mass concentration, henceMsd is higher). In comparison, the binary formation timescale in the

γ = 7/5 simulation is only5 × 105 years.

Equation 1 was derived for an isothermal sphere. The stellar and dark matter distribution

are indeed only mildly triaxial within a few hundred parsecs from the center (c/a > 0.7, where

c is the semi-minor axis anda the semi-major axis of the mass distribution) and the total profile

is extremely close to that of an isothermal sphere(S8 ). The fact that the merger remnant is

not far from spherical confirms the predictions of larger-scale simulations regarding the effect

of gas cooling on the structure of the global potential(S42 , S43 ). Note that equation actually

yields a lower limit to the dynamical friction timescale since close to parsec scales, as the

binary becomes hard, evacuation of the stellar background due to three-body encounters will

begin, and the efficiency of the sinking process will be greatly reduced. Whether sinking will

continue and eventually lead to coalescence of the two holes is uncertain in this case given the

fact that the gas does not play an important role. Centrophilic orbits in triaxial systems would

help in refilling the loss cone, and could in principle bring the black holes down to the distance

where gravitational waves would take over(S44 ). However, as we just mentioned, the structure
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of the stellar core is only mildly triaxial. Further investigation with simulations having higher

resolution in the collisionless component is needed. Theγ = 5/3 run was stopped5×106 years

after the merger of the gaseous cores is completed. Once again, the fact that there is no evidence

that the holes are sinking until the end is likely due to insufficient mass and force resolution in

the collisionless background that does not allow to resolve dynamical friction properly(S45 )

(as we will explain in the remainder of this section the gas contributes little to the drag in this

case).

We also compared our results with the expected dynamical friction timescale due to the

gaseous background. In the run withγ = 7/5 the gas is distributed in a disk rather than

in an isothermal sphere. Since the disk thickness is> 10 times the black hole gravitational

softening and owing to the fact that the density profile of the disk can be roughly approximated

with a power law with an index close to 2 (except at the center where it becomes steeper) we

are allowed to use eq. (1) to obtain a rough estimate. As previously shown(S28 ), analytical

predictions(S36) can overestimate the drag in the supersonic regime by a factor∼ 1.5. In the

γ = 7/5 case the regime is mildly supersonic and the analytical formula should yield the correct

prediction. In this case the drag is∼ 2.3 time stronger than in the corresponding collisionless

case(S28 ). This is fairly consistent with our results. Indeed, formula (1) with a reduction of

a factor of2.3 would give2.3 ∼ 106 yr if we setMgas = Msd, the gas mass being about 20

times more than the mass in stars. This timescale has to be compared with that measured in the

simulation,5×105 yr (we recall that the gas profile is steeper thanr−2 near the center, therefore

it is not surprising that the decay is actually faster).

Despite the apparent agreement with the analytically estimated drag we note that the orbital

dynamics of the two black holes might be affected by more than just the gravitational wake.

Indeed the disks show strong , highly dynamical non-axisymmetric features such as spiral arms

(see next section); in the analogous, well-studied case of planet migration orbital decay is well
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described by torques exerted onto the target body by the spiral modes and its efficiency depends

on the location of resonances between the orbital motion and the spiral pattern that extract or

deposit angular momentum(S46 ). The latter description of the orbital decay might be more

appropriate here rather than just considering the effect of the gravitational wake (see also the

discussion on the orbital eccentricity below)

The drag drops rapidly by an order of magnitude approaching the subsonic regime(S20 );

this coupled with the fact thatMgas is a factor of 5 lower in theγ = 5/3 would give a drag

50 times smaller in the latter case, explaining why the orbital decay provided by the gas is so

inefficient in such conditions.

In summary, in theγ = 7/5 run the sinking timescale due to the gas is much shorter than that

due to the stellar background because of the combination of (1) the fact that gas densities are

much higher than stellar densities in the center and (2) the fact that in the supersonic regime the

drag in a gaseous background is stronger than that in a stellar background with the same density.

Adding star formation is unlikely to change this conclusion. In fact the low-resolution galaxy

mergers simulations yield a starburst timescale of5 × 107 yr. During this time, which is much

longer than the binary formation timescale, half of the gas in the nuclear disk is turned into

stars. Instead, in theγ = 5/3 stars and gas would contribute to the drag in a comparable way

as the black holes begin to sink but since the sinking timescale is much longer and comparable

with the star formation timescale the overall orbital evolution will be dictated by the stars rather

than by the gas.

There are, however, some caveats in our argument regarding the role of star formation in the

γ = 7/5 case. First, the starburst timescale is based on the low resolution merger simulations.

Had we included star formation in the refined simulations we would have probably found shorter

timescales locally since these simulations are capable of resolving much higher densities and

the star formation rate depends on the local gas density. Second, one might wonder how the
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inclusion of feedback from star formation, which was neglected in the low resolution merger

simulations, would affect gas properties and, eventually, the orbital decay of the black holes.

As for the first issue, we can obtain a rough estimate of how short the star formation timescale

can be in the following way. We note that in the nuclear disk most of the gas is at densities

above100 atoms/cm3. At these densities molecular hydrogen formation is efficient(S47 ). Let

us then make the rather extreme assumption that all the gas in the disk is molecular and readily

available for star formation. Then, let us simply assume that molecular gas will be turned into

stars on the local orbital timescale. Star formation in molecular clouds is rather inefficient,

and typically 30% of the dense, molecular gas only is converted into stars, possibly because

internal turbulence in the clouds prevents them from collapsing altogether(S48 ). Therefore let

us write the star formation rate in the nuclear disk as a whole asdM∗/dt = 0.3 × Mgas/Torb,

whereTorb = 106 years, the orbital time at the disk half mass radius,25 pc, andMgas =

3 × 109M⊙. The resulting star formation rate is900M⊙/yr , about 25 times higher than that

estimated in the low-res simulations. Nonetheless, even with such high star formation rate less

than 1/5 of the gas in the disk,4.5 × 108M⊙, would be converted into stars during the time

required for the black holes to sink and bind in the nuclear disk (5 × 105 years). Regarding

the issue of feedback, radiative feedback from stars is implicitly included in our choice of the

equation of state in theγ = 7/5 case (see above), but feedback from supernovae explosions

is not taken into account. However, supernovae feedback would contribute to both heating

the gas and increasing its turbulence, which should go in the direction of decreasing the star

formation rate and therefore strengthening our previous argument concerning the role of star

formation. Moreover, while it will have remarkable effects on the multi-phase structure of the

gas(S34 − S35 ), it should not have a major impact on the energetics of the disk in theγ = 7/5

case. In fact, assuming a star formation rate of900M⊙/yr and a Miller-Scalo initial stellar mass

function we obtain that supernovae should damp∼ 4× 1051 erg/yr (7× 1048 erg per solar mass
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of stars formed) into the surrounding gas, corresponding to∼ 2 × 1057 erg damped during the

binary formation timescale,5×105 yr. This is about50% smaller than the internal energy of the

gas in the nuclear disk (the sum of turbulent, rotational and thermal energy). However, since the

decay of the black holes will be sensitive to changes in the local gas density along their orbit,

only future calculations that incorporate directly the effects of star formation and supernovae

explosions will probably find quantitative differences relative to our simple thermodynamical

model.

We note the black holes sink on an eccentric orbit in the nuclear disk (see above). We

tracked the evolution of the eccentricity after the two cores merge and the holes are embedded

in a single disk and found that despite fluctuations the eccentricitye after about106 yr is roughly

identical to its initial value,e ∼ 0.5 (Figure S4). Only in the initial phase of the decay we do

signs a tendency of circularization. This is different from what found in(S30 ), who measured

fast circularization of for binaries of SMBHs evolving in equilibrium nuclear disks. A caveat

in the comparison is that we can only follow a few orbits once the binary is formed in the

refined simulations. Nevertheless, a tendency towards circularization is clear already during

the first few orbits in(S30 ), contrary to what we find here. The reason for this difference is

not clear but it is probably related to differences in the structure of the nuclear disk. The disk

in the refined simulation has a much stronger spiral pattern than that in(S30 ) due to its much

higher self-gravity, having a mass30 times higher. Analytic calculations of tidal torques in the

context of planet migration(S49 ) have shown that a massive body moving in an eccentric disk

is characterized by an orbit whose eccentricity is comparable to the degree of non-axisymmetry

of the disk. Such calculations considered a simple m=1 spiral mode superimposed on the disk

potential as the source of the “eccentricity” of the disk (the mode is treated as a forcing term

in the equations of motion) but the results should be quite general in a qualitative sense. The

consequence is that a black hole in a strongly non-axisymmetric disk should move on a more
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eccentric orbit relative to the case of a mildly axisymmetricdisk, and that this tendency for the

natural orbit (in the sense that it is the natural solution of the equations of motion) to be eccentric

should counteract the tendency of dynamical friction to circularize the orbit as the black holes

decay. The net outcome will depend on how the structure of the nuclear disk evolves with time.

This is an important issue that warrants further investigation because the coalescence time of

the binary in the gravitational radiation dominated phase depends on its orbital eccentricity.

Finally, the last stage of the refined simulations provides the initial conditions for future

models that will eventually follow the hardening of the binary below parsec scales. These

future calculations will be able to show whether the last parsec problem can be overcome in the

nuclei of merger remnants with gas, as suggested by simulations of binary SMBHs embedded in

equilibrium nuclear disks(S20 , S28 − S30 ). The binary should continue to sink as a result of

gas drag . Its sinking rate, however, will strongly depend on the dynamics and thermodynamics

of the disk at scales below the resolution of the refined simulations. The properties of the gas

below one parsec will determine whether a gap will be opened by the binary, slowing down

significantly albeit not stopping its orbital decay, or whether the holes will sink at a faster rate

as a result of torques by the asymmetries in the mass distribution surrounding the two holes

(S28 − S30 ). Whether or not an appreciable fraction of the gas will be converted into stars by

the time the separation of the binary has fallen below a parsec will also have an impact since, for

instance, the conditions for gap formation will depend on the local gas density and the overall

sinking rate might have a non-negligible contribution from the stars.

2.2 Structure and kinematics of the nuclear disks

The nuclear disk produced in theγ = 7/5 case is highly turbulent. The source of turbulence

are the prominent shocks generated as the cores merge and the persistent non-axisymmetric

structure sustained by the self-gravity of the disks after the merger is completed(S34 , S35 ).
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The perturbation due to the binary black holes is a negligibleeffect since their mass is about

103 times smaller than the mass of the disk (we tested this by restarting a simulation after

removing the black holes once the merger is completed). The degree of turbulence, of order

50 − 100 km/s as measured by the radial velocity dispersion, is comparable to that of observed

circumnuclear disks(S33 , S47 ). The disk is composed by a very dense, compact region of

size about 25 pc which contains half of its mass (the mean density inside this region is> 105

atoms/cm3). The outer region instead, from 25 to 75-80 pc, has a density 10-100 times lower,

and is surrounded by even lower density rotating rings extending out to a few hundred parsecs.

The disk scale height also increases from inside out, ranging from 20 pc to nearly 40 pc. The

volume-weighted density within 100 pc is in the range103
− 104 atoms/cm3, comparable to

that of observed nuclear disk(S33 ). This suggests that the degree of dissipation implied by

our equation of state is a reasonable assumption despite the simplicity of the thermodynamical

scheme adopted.

The rotating, flattened cloud produced in theγ = 5/3 is instead more turbulent and less

dense than observed circumnuclear disks in merger remnants. The mean velocity dispersion

measured within100 pc is about300 km/s, higher than the mean rotational velocity within

the same radius, which is∼ 250 km/s. This suggests that theγ = 5/3 simulation does not

describe the typical nuclear structure resulting from a dissipative merger, The strong spiral

pattern in the disk produces remarkable radial velocities. Since spiral modes transfer angular

momentum inwards and mass outwards(S52 , S53 ) , strong inward radial velocities are present.

The amplitude of radial motions evolves with the amplitude of the spiral pattern, in the sense

that radial motions decline as the spiral arms weaken over time. Just after the merger, when

non-axisymmetry is strongest, radial motions reach amplitudes of∼ 100 km/s (Figure S5).

This phase lasts only a couple of orbital times, while later the disk becomes smoother as spiral

shocks increase the internal energy which in turn weakens the spiral pattern. Inward radial
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velocities of order30 − 50 km/s are seen for the remaining few orbital times during which we

are able to follow the system (Figure S5). Such velocities are comparable to those recently seen

in high resolution observations of the nuclear disk of nearby Seyfert galaxies(S54 ). As the

gas reaches down to a few parsecs from the center its radial velocity diminishes because one

approaches the limits of the gravitational force resolution in the simulation (∼ 2 pc). Therefore

the fact that there is almost no net radial velocity within a few parsecs from the center (Figure

S5) is an artifact of the limited resolution. In addition, in this innermost region the gas is so

dense (ρ > 105 cm−3) that our equation of state breaks down, since a lowerγ, close to the

isothermal value, would be more appropriate (see section 1.4). A higher dissipation rate likely

means the gas inflow rate in the innermost region of the disk will be higher than the one seen

in the current simulations(S55 ). If we assume that speeds of30 − 50 km/s can be sustained

down to scales of a few parsecs,> 108M⊙ of gas could reach parsec scales in about105 yr.

The latter timescale is much smaller than the duration of the starburst, and therefore such gas

inflow should develop in a similar way even when star formation is taken into account. The

inflow is also marginally faster than the decay timescale of the binary SMBH measured in the

simulations, which is∼ 5 × 105 years. Presumably some of this gas could be intercepted by

the two SMBHs as they are spiraling down (the relative velocities between the gas and the

black holes are small since the SMBHs are always corotating with the nuclear disk), but the

higher dissipation rate expected near the central, denser regions might increase the magnitude

of the drag due to the gas in reality and bring the sinking time of the binary very close to the

gas inflow timescale. In the latter case the two SMBHs could undergo massive accretion, and

probably become active while they are sinking. Only future simulations that include a realistic

treatment of the gas thermodynamics at all scales will be able to study gas accretion and orbital

decay simultaneously.

Our single-phase simulations seem to describe reasonably well the average properties of
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observed nuclear disk because they capture the thermodynamics of the low density, pressurized

medium that has the largest volume filling factor(S33 ). Yet they do not model directly the

molecular gas, which will have temperatures of order100 K, much lower than the effective

temperature produced by our equation of state, and comprises most of the gas mass in observed

nuclear disks(S33 ). The dense molecular phase would be better described as an ideal gas

with γ = 1 or lower (see 1.4). While a model of the multi-phase interstellar medium in the

disk should be the ultimate goal for future simulations, one could also design an intermediate

scheme in which the equation of state (in particularγ) changes as a function of density, as done

in simulations of molecular cloud collapse(S26 ). If a large fraction of the gas has a much

softer equation of state compared to theγ = 7/5 runs a much denser and thinner disk will

likely form. We performed a simulation that adopts an isothermal equation of state (γ = 1) in

the refined part of the calculation and indeed the resulting disk has a mass comparable to that in

the previous calculations but a scale height of only∼ 5 pc, which would probably shrink even

further with a higher spatial resolution. The sound speed is only10 km/s compared to60 km/s

in theγ = 7/5 case, and turbulence is also much weaker. The disk is violently gravitationally

unstable, with dense rings and arms, which would likely fragment with a smaller softening. The

simulation was stopped after the merger because the very high densities at the center prevented

an efficient integration. However, the cores merged faster than in theγ = 7/5 case and we

expect the black holes would also sink faster based on the results of previous work(S28 ) that

found how the orbital decay is faster when the gas has a higher density and/or has a lower sound

speed, even in the case in which the disk is significantly clumpy. In reality the nuclear region

will have the global properties, especially the global energetics, of ourγ = 7/5 simulation,

while locally the densest gas will have properties closer to that of the isothermal test run. Such

a complex multi-phase structure is predicted by simulations of self-gravitating turbulent disks

(S34 − S35 ).
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